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Beijing Winter Olympics
draws on Wuhan's
carbon neutrality practice
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Yueliangwan City
Balcony takes shape
By Miao Jian

By Ma Zhenhua

The Wuhan mini-app
"Low-Carbon CWG," which
was used to successfully reduce
carbon dioxide emissions during
the 7th CISM Military World
Games (7th CWG), has been
the inspiration for the "LowCarbon Winter Olympic" miniapp which will be promoted for
carbon neutrality by the Beijing
Winter Olympic and Paralympic
Games in 2022.
According to a staff
member of the Wuhan
Municipal Development and

Reform Commission, the miniapp "Low-Carbon CWG,"
which was launched online for
201 days from June 18, 2019,
until January 5, 2020, led
Wuhan citizens to carry out lowcarbon green life activities in
traveling, consuming, recycling
and publicizing. It successfully
eliminated 170 tonnes of
carbon dioxide emission,
offsetting the amount produced
by the 7th CWG opening and
closing ceremonies and the
athletes in their trips to and

from the competition venues.
A staff member revealed
the Beijing Winter Olympic and
Paralympic Games will follow
the carbon neutrality practice
to advocate a simple,
moderate, and low-carbon
lifestyle in a larger scale and
on a higher platform, which
will contribute to the green
Winter Olympics heritage and
show China's efforts and
outcomes to the world by
addressing climate change in a
vigorous way.

Effective border inspection for
international cargo aircraft
By Xia Yi

Nowadays,
when an
international airplane
reaches Wuhan, its
crew goes through
an inspection
procedure without
leaving the plane,
thus reducing its
completion time by
half compared with
last year.

Yueliangwan City Balcony on the
riverside of the Yangtze has begun to
take shape. On the evening of
July 1, the construction site of the
city balcony project in Wuchang was
illuminated with lights.
Situated south of the Second
Yangtze River Bridge, the project lies
in the core area of the Wuchang
Binjiang Business District. The project
spans 1,100 meters along the
Yangtze River from the Yueliangwan
ferry terminal in the south to the
Wuchang riverside embankment in
the north. After its completion, it will
be a large-scale public space for the
citizens to relax and appreciate the
riverside scenery.

Wuhan contributes
to Shanghai-SuzhouNantong Railway

By Tao Changning, Wang Huichun
& Wang Qian

Border police
inspect an international
cargo aircraft.
Photo by Shao Shuang

At 3:40 a.m. on June
27, the X7281 cargo plane
from Belgium landed at the
Wuhan Tianhe International
Airport.
When it was parked, four
border police officers in
protective suits boarded and
checked the crew's identity
documents before collecting
them. Fifteen minutes later,

Yueliangwan City Balcony at night

the inspection of the airplane
and its crew was completed
and the police officers
returned the crew documents
when one-third of the cargo
had been unloaded.
Mr. Zhang, the
international cargo plane
agent said that in the past
when the plane landed the
crew was required to leave

the plane for inspection
before cargo handling and
plane maintenance, which
would regularly last over an
hour.
Now the border police
have optimized its procedure
by examining the crew
simultaneously with the cargo
unloading, thus greatly
increasing its efficiency.

On July 1, the Shanghai-SuzhouNantong Railway was officially
opened to traffic. The traveling time
from Shanghai to Nantong at its
highest speed has been shortened
from three and a half hours to one
hour and six minutes.
Enterprises in Wuhan were
involved in its design and
construction: China Railway Siyuan
Survey and Design Group, China
Railway Major Bridge Reconnaissance
& Design Institute, China Railway
Major Bridge Engineering Group, and
the CCCC Second Harbour
Engineering Company.
The China Railway Siyuan
Survey and Design Group has spent
25 years on the overall design.
The Shanghai-Suzhou-Nantong
Yangtze River Bridge is part of the
railway. Its major construction
contractor is the China Railway Major
Bridge Engineering Group. According
to one staff member from the
company, the 330-meter high major
tower of the bridge is equivalent to a
110-story building.

